
PyChess – A chess program for your Rasp Pi

 Checkmate
Powerful and flexible chess programs have been scarce on the 

Raspberry Pi, but PyChess even checkmates programs available on 

other platforms. By Erik Bärwaldt

less sophisticated competitors that spoil 
users for choice.

Linux did not play a major role as a platform 
for chess programs for a long time. Although 
all major desktops have had graphical chess 
programs for many years, they have been un-
able to assert themselves because of functional 
deficits, poor performance of the chess en-
gines, and a lack of compatibility with the com-
mercial offerings from the Windows world. It 

The game of chess is one of the old-
est strategic board games known to 
humankind. Despite its centuries-
old history, chess has lost none of 

its fascination, and the advent of computer 
technology in recent decades has not 
stopped the game of kings. Computers with 
multicore processors effortlessly beat most 
human chess players. The market for chess 
programs is overrun by countless more-or-
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was only with the publication of the Java-
based chess program Shredder [1], available 
for Linux for the first time in 2006, that the tide 
began to turn. Shredder is now regarded as one 
of the most powerful commercial chess pro-
grams in the game, but free applications under 
Linux have also made significant progress.

Most of the current crop of chess programs 
on Linux are made up of two components: 
The graphical user interface (GUI) defines 
the gaming experience, and above all, sup-
ports additional features for advanced users, 
such as game analysis or replaying matches 
for training purposes. Underneath the inter-
face, the brain – the actual chess program – 
interacts with the user. These engines do not 

have a graphical interface but 
simply compute the moves.

For many years, free chess 
engines were unable to keep up 
with their commercial competi-
tors, but this has now changed. 
When Stockfish [2] appeared 
on the Swedish ranking list of 
the strongest chess engines in 
2015, this meant that two free 
chess programs had made it 
into the top 10 [3]. Crafty [4], 
another free engine, has made 
the headlines on several occa-
sions through its outstanding 
achievements.

The GUI and the chess pro-
gram in these solutions commu-
nicate via standardized proto-
cols. The quasi standards are 
the Chess Engine Communica-

tion Protocol (CECP), also known as the 
Xboard protocol due to the GUI of the same 
name, and the more-recent Universal Chess 
Interface (UCI).

PyChess
PyChess, a recent development among graphi-
cal interfaces for chess programs, supports 
both CECP and UCI. Originally designed for 
the Gnome desktop, the Python chess client is 
based on the Gtk libraries. However, the cur-
rent version 0.12 “Anderssen” also runs per-
fectly on Linux desktops that do not rely on 
Gtk components. The software can now be 
found in the Raspbian repository; also, the 
project offers precompiled binaries and the 

source code on its website [5]. 
To install PyChess on your Rasp-
berry Pi, open the package man-
ager (Preferences | Add/ Remove 
Software) and search for 
PyChess, or open a terminal and 
enter:

sudo apt‑get install pychess

After installation, check out the 
Games submenu for a PyChess 
entry. When the program first 
opens, you’ll see a nondescript 
window in which PyChess iden-
tifies the chess engine to use. 
PyChess comes with its own en-
gine called PyChess.py, which is 
used by default when you 
launch the software. Below the 
selection box, you can adjust the 
skill level of the program.

Figure 1: Online or not online – that is the question. Notice that after 

the phalanx chess program and the stockfish chess engine are 

installed, these engines become available for use in PyChess.

Figure 2: You can configure the information you want to display in 

the PyChess Preferences window.
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also find a display area with two tabs: Tips 
and Engines.

All the display areas are empty at the be-
ginning of a new game, but they fill with 
data as the game progresses so that you can 
follow every game later on without any prob-
lems. Before the first game, it makes sense to 
configure the software to suit your own 
needs in Edit | Preferences.

The corresponding dialog lets you add var-
ious options to the program window in the 
General tab arranged on the left. Among 
other things, you can display levels and 
ranks around the edge of the chessboard 
(Show cords) and the captured pieces.

You can also display the move times and 
evaluations within the program window. In 
the second tab, Hints, you can set the open-
ing move and select an engine for the analy-
sis function. The selection boxes automati-
cally list all the available engines.

In the middle Sidepanels tab (Figure 2), 
you can then define which basic information 
is displayed in the program window: Turning 
off unnecessary functions removes the clut-
ter from the interface. Then, from the list of 
active display areas, you can select one or 
more areas and disable them, pressing the 
Active button below the settings window.

The two rightmost tabs, Themes and 
Sounds, are used to tune the visuals and 
sound of the software. For example, you can 
tell the program to change the chessboard 
design or to notify you of program messages 
with acoustic feedback; PyChess features 
more than three dozen view options.

esPionage and TiPs
In the View menu, you can check the Hint 
mode box to see tips for your next moves 

You can add other engines without much 
effort: Search in the package manager for 
packages such as crafty, fairymax, gnuchess, 
phalanx, sjeng, and stockfish. Once in-
stalled, the engine will show up in the Op-
ponent list (Figure 1) after restarting the 
program. Additionally, the developers of 
PyChess provide multiple chess engines for 
download [6].

In the lower part of the window, you have 
the option to sign in to the Free Internet 
Chess Server (FICS) [7], where you can then 
play live games by entering 
your username and pass-
word. You can enable the 
desired function by press-
ing the Start game button 
to play a game locally or 
pressing Connect to FICS to 
start an online match.

seTTings
After you click Start game, 
the program screen ap-
pears. Below the menubar 
at the top, the screen is di-
vided into the two-dimen-
sional chessboard on the 
left side and several dis-
play panels on the right. In 
the lower section, you will 

Figure 3: The chessboard without additional displays and Spy mode turned on.

Figure 4: Select your game settings, then press Start Game. Notice that 

this game is set up to play the PyChess engine against the stockfish 

engine.
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during the game. This box particularly bene-
fits weaker players who want to improve 
their skills in the game. Spy mode, which is 
enabled in the same menu, shows you what 
the chess engine is “thinking about”; the 
moves appear directly on the board in the 
form of red arrows for your opponent’s next 
moves (Figure 3).

If you want to eliminate additional panels 
and only see the game board with the clock 
on the screen, uncheck the Show sidepanels 
box in the View menu. Although the sidebar 
goes away (Figure 3), PyChess continues to 
update the list displays in the background, 
and you can view them during the current 
match by checking Show sidepanels again.

To make sure you can quit a game or track 
a played game at a later date, PyChess lets 
you save the game. The Game | Save Game 

and Game | Save Game As options let you 
store the current game on your hard disk in 
the standardized PGN format. Most chess 
programs support this text-based format. Ad-
ditionally, there is nothing to prevent you 
from exchanging data via the PGN format 
with chess databases such as Scidb. The 
Load Game and Load Recent Game options, 
also in the Game menu, let you reload the 
desired game at a later date.

sTarTing PosiTions
Chess puzzles that give you a specific start-
ing position and task are a special attraction. 
Serious players are then expected to find the 
appropriate solution. For this purpose, 
PyChess offers a free position input mode 
that lets you set up a challenge in the chess 
program. To do so, go to the Game | Enter 

Figure 6: Chat anyone? No problem with PyChess.

Figure 5: The FICS server hosts online games.
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where you can play the game as in the purely 
local mode. The program logs the game, so 
you can store and analyze it in the usual way.

Note that the list of searches contains both 
human players and bots. The program high-
lights computer opponents with a (C) to the 
right of the name. To communicate with a 
human opponent during the game, PyChess 
offers a simple chat function in the Tools sec-
tion that you can enable by pressing Show 
Chat (Figure 6); however, some chat groups 
are only available to registered visitors.

If you want to appear as a chess partner in 
the search window, simply define your own 
request. To do so, first enter the kind of chess 
game you want in the Create Seek section at 
the bottom (Figure 5). The options include 
games based on Standard, Lightning, or Blitz 
rules. You decide on the further details of the 
game by pressing the small Edit button next 
to the selected option. For example, you can 
add time constraints, adjust the opponent’s 
strength, or choose the desired color of your 
chess pieces (Figure 7). Then, click OK and 
press Send seek to send your search listing to 
the virtual billboard.

ConClusions
PyChess is one of the most flexible chess cli-
ents running on Linux, and it ranks pretty 
close to its commercial competitors. The soft-
ware impresses less by optical gimmicks 
than with a lucid concept and exceptional 
functionality. Thanks to the well-planned in-
terface, the program is very intuitive. 
PyChess also offers great flexibility because 
of its excellent compatibility with the popu-
lar chess engines.

Because you have the option of freely de-
fining the starting positions, PyChess is an 
excellent option for chess puzzles as well as 
chess games. Finally, PyChess is an excellent 
choice for online games through the FICS 
server and thus saves you the trouble of set-
ting up special online software.  ● ● ●

Game Notation menu and enter the notation 
on the right in the large input box in the dia-
log box that appears. On the left side of this 
window, you then define the players and set 
the time constraints and the variant (Fig-
ure 4).

PyChess gives you the option of letting the 
various chess engines battle it out. You can 
use sliders to adjust the computational 
depth, and thus the skill level of your chosen 
engines. After you press the Start Game but-
ton at the bottom right in the dialog box, the 
program moves the figures on the board in 
the main window to match the notation in-
formation. If you have defined human play-
ers, it is their turn. If you want the chess en-
gines to handle the task, the game starts au-
tomatically.

online MaTCh
PyChess is suitable for local use, as well as 
online games. You can log in to FICS by 
checking the Log on as Guest option when 
you launch PyChess and then pressing Con-
nect to FICS. PyChess then automatically 
connects to the FICS server and displays 
users looking for a chess opponent in a 
handy display window (Figure 5). Although 
you can use the FICS server free of charge, 
registered users receive a rating and are also 
allowed to participate in online tournaments.

If you fancy one of the entries from the list 
of search queries as your opponent, you can 
start a game with this opponent by selecting 
the corresponding entry in the list and press-
ing the Accept  button at the top right. 
PyChess now brings up the chessboard, 

Figure 7: Choosing the right opponent.
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